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4A, left panel). Binding specificity has been
demonstrated with anti-RXR and PPAR antibodies

causing supershifts or decreased binding. Both anti-
RXR and anti-PPAR can block the binding of DPP4 to
the p24 protein. Therefore, if necessary, antibodies
can inhibit the synthesis of p24 and reduce the rate
of tumor development [9]. P.A. Jarvik et al. used to

block p24 antibodies against anti-RXR, which
provided a decrease in the rate of tumor

development in C57BL/6 mice. They also found that
anti-PPAR reduced the rate of tumor growth in mice

that received a vaccine containing anti-RXR and anti-
PPAR.
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See Below the link to the latest version of TK7: TK7

1.0.5. . ps. See Below the link to the latest version of
TK7: TK7 1.0.5.Q: How to debug express-stomp

client? I am having trouble debugging the client side
code for a stomp client. I am using the connect-

modular pluggin and node.js version 0.6.4. If I put a
breakpoint on a line like this client.connect(....) the
debugger just breaks right after that line. I can use
the breakpoint after the connect method call, but I
would prefer a breakpoint on line client.on(...) or
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client.send(...) or on any other line that I could put a
breakpoint on in the debug environment. If I then

run the debugger without debugging the code, the
debugger does not hit the breakpoint. How do I

debug the client side code using debug
environment? A: You can use the debug connection
in connect-modular, it will allow you to debug the

client. connect-modular.js have a file called
debug.connect.js you can use it in the file demo.js

var debugConnection = require('connect-
modular').debug({ logFile: false, debugPath:

'../../lib/chat', stdout: true }); var client =
require('express-stomp').connect('http c6a93da74d
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